The Dailies: Weekly Oracle Forecast
with Arijah A nkh Khalid-Zyn
August 15-21 2022
"Courage to Honor The True Self"
Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, August 15th through Sunday, August 21st, 2022. Today's reading comes from my Summer Night oracle, Lenormand deck.
"Courage to Honor The True Self"
Monday the 15th Death is reversed, crossed by Chair with an upside down Moon at the root. Death reversed indicates a bit of stagnation, crossed by Chair, suggests we've decided to give something a bit of a pause as we'e trying to remember or weigh out something new with something old. With Moon at the root, this suggests that whatever it is, is something deeply and magnetically personal. Moon lights up the dark places, and helps us to see things that were previously hidden. Animal senses, gut instincts, and the inner sense of knowing are on point today. Sometimes things that smell like fish, aren't always fish. Sometimes, snakes smell like cucumbers. When in doubt...don't. Take your time. Trust what you know and what you feel when dealing with others today.
Tuesday the 16th, Direction is reversed, crossed by Harmony, with Witch at the root. With Direction reversed crossed by harmony, this indicates that something has changed in our plans. With Witch at the root, this suggests aspects of recognizing patterns, self-confidence and awareness. Frequently Mao Cat comes up with the Witch card, telling us to be aware of our surroundings, but it hasn't and I would be almost positive that it's because we already suspected this shit yesterday. Witch tells you to trust, use your power, strength and courage and majik the hell out of what needs it.  
Wednesday the 17th gives us Voodooie, crossed by Broom with Fear in reverse. Voodooie is what we've created for ourselves. It's the creation of us, what we've taken into ourselves and what how we express ourselves. Crossed by broom, this indicates that there is something that requires a bit of tidying up, and with Fear in reverse, suggests that we're past hiding certain aspects of ourselves or being overly protective, and could care less what people think.   
Thursday the 18th The Sun, is crossed by our nature spirit Grub-Grub, and is rooted in Creativity. The Sun is that which sustains us. It is health, vitality and strength. Crossed by ol' Grubs, this indicates pretty heavily that we've taken steps to good health, be it physical, mental or emotional or all of the above. Creativity has been supercharged by our re-connection with our enviornment and this new confidence and vitality is giving us the energy, and confidence to move forward. New opportunities and a sense of liberation are the energy today.  
Friday the 19th,  The Lovers are crossed by The Star, and rooted in Illumination. Romance seems to be heavily suggested today. Keep in mind, romance doesn't always mean that another person is involved.  The Lovers do indicate strong partnerships in many readings, be they lovers, family or friends, but it's also the love and connection we have with ourselves and our surroundings. The Star guides us through the maze of this and that, and with Illumination at the root, this suggests that there is something wonderful that will be uncovered or discovered...something that helps us find new direction or understandings. 
Saturday the 20th finds Disruption, crossed by Decision, rooted strongly with the Pumpkin card. This hearkens me back to Monday's reading, and a little bit of Tuesday, with Direction and plans being changed. A change of plans, a decision must be made. This decision is what we know is best for us, and regardless of what we thought we were doing, or where we thought we were going, we know this is the right way for us at this point. 
Sunday the 21st, gives us a garden of Sunflowers, crossed by Blood Apple, with Justice at the root. Sunflowers are the sponges of the garden. They absorb everything. Sunflower people are the empaths, the healers, the ones who try to soften the blows, take on the burdens, and by doing so, eventually burn out and experience discomfort themselves. Crossed by Blood Apple, this indicates that we may have taken in too much and need a little distraction, adventure or spontaneity. Justice at the root, suggests that we may feel as though we have to justify why we want to do something. It may be that someone else demands an answer, or we're trying to justify within ourselves that we deserve some comfort.        
Rune of the Week-Inguz. Ing is the rune of gestation and internal growth. When we draw Ing it tells us that we must take the time to go inwards. Ing is the force in the creative process. It is the connection we are within everything else, and the pulling in of understandings that we obtain within our sacred spaces. It is deep meditation, and contemplation. Ing suggests that transformation may be imminenet, as one form becomes another. it is the changing of the seasons, and coming home to rest in our true and pure selves. It's only within our purest of heart and truth do we sincerely find "home". Home is safety, comfort and memory. It is the "god-form" in the equation. The caretaker, the parent.  Ing celebrates life and shows you a completion of one aspect and the initiation of another. It initiates growth and invites creativity.  Ing shows you your sacrifice, your loss, your wounds, your lessons and your warrior heart, and now...it tells you it's time to let go and move on. 
Weekly Summary - We are called to our innermost neccessity. We see, feel and know what it is that we are made of. After a very long time, many lessons and much trying, we have come to a place that requires that we do what is best for ourselves. When we are in our true heart and place of comfort, everyone else in our life is comfortable as well. If they aren't happy in our success, then they've got alterior motives, and we've become well aware of those motives and who it is that's got them. We are able to love ourselves for who we are. Doubts are now laid to rest. Confidence is ours for the taking and we have truly come into our power. Some people might not like that. Fuck em if they don't.  

I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun and thought-provoking metaphysical content. For more information about me, or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalogue of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. Tune in here every Monday for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Have a great week everyone.







